
 

 

BRABBU Contract’s sophisticated design joined the new modern 5-stars hotel: Sofitel Frankfurt Opera 

You need to feel the atmosphere 

Sofitel Frankfurt Opera just opened in October to show once again to the world how to integrate, in a 5-stars hotel, the 

sophistication of mid-century French mansions with the straight modern and demanding Frankfurter culture. BRABBU Contract is 

very happy to be part of this project. It was great pleasure to work with Accor Hotels Group. 

 

 

The Designers & Inspiration 

Drawing on the recognized expertise of the designer Nicolas 

Adnet of the firm MHNA Paris, Sofitel has created a resolutely 

modern hotel, inspired by the French city mansions of the 17th 

and 18th centuries. The Sofitel Frankfurt Opera pays tribute to 

the French way of life by recreating it in a sophisticated 

atmosphere, right in the heart of Frankfurt. All the furniture and 

facilities of the highest quality were specially designed for the 

hotel. 

 

 

 

Each of the 120 rooms and 31 suites offers a breathtaking view 

of the Opera, the park or the Atrium. The “Schönemann” 

Restaurant and “Lili’s” Bar – which owe their names to Goethe’s 

great love, Lili Schönemann – open their doors to guests, inviting 

them to taste inspired bistro-based cuisine from Paris, or simply 

to enjoy a cocktail. The tea house offers a wide selection of 

delicious pastries 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The Location 

Situated in Opernplatz, just a ten-minute walk from both the Frankfurt Opera and the Liesl-Christ-Anlage park, the 

Sofitel Frankfurt Opera enjoys an ideal location in the most international city of Germany and all Europe. 

 

 

Why Sofitel? 

Sofitel Hotels & Resorts are the luxurious interpretation of the new French art de vivre. They are the elegant answer 

to the modern luxury traveler’s looking for the good things in life. Each hotel is an artful blend of local culture and French soul, 

and holds itself to a heightened level of excellence and refinement. 

This dedication to quality and excellence is embodied every day by the brand’s employees, the Sofitel Ambassadors. 

More than 26,000 Sofitel Ambassadors serve guests around the world, driven by three core values: a spirit of open-mindedness, 

a passion for excellence, and an essence of joie de vivre and generosity. 

Since its repositioning in 2007, Sofitel has become a key player in the luxury segment of the hotel industry. Today, the 

brand continues to expand in major cities and locations worldwide. Frankfurt was now also selected. 

 

 



 

 

The Opernplatz 14 

Sofitel Frankfurt Opera is integrated in an even bigger project - “Opernplatz 14” - of Cells-group, the company that is 

managing all the historical building just in the other side of the famous Frankfurt Opera. They aim to create a sublime highest 

standard facility set that includes hotel, fitness, offices and living, all “made for work and life at the highest level”. The prestigious 

architecture, in addition with a high-quality furnishing, offers individually structured areas for tenants. The 5-star plus Sofitel 

Hotel extends the scope for services for a variety of conference and meeting rooms. All the high-quality services together in the 

same place will really make Opernplatz 14 “the Address of Absolute Sovereignty”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The ex-libris at Lili’s Bar - highest quality furniture by BRABBU Contract 
 
Lili’s Bar is almost exclusively decorated with BRABBU Contract’s & BRABBU’s Upholstery designs. 

 

From BRABBU Contract’s Collection, the MAA Armchair and the Kansas Counter Stool add character and personality to 

the space, together with BRABBU’s IBIS Armchair and MAASAI Two Seat Sofa.   

The MAA Armchair is inspired in the harmonious language spoken by the MAASAI tribe. This harmony was transported to the 

design and together with the fabric and its specific shape turns to a delicate piece that is able to make every room speak 

harmoniously. The KANSAS Counter Stool is a design tribute to the Texas Cowboys, that each spring, from 1866 to 1885, drove 

from the Texas ranges to rail heads in Kansas. 

 

Natural elegance, courage, confidence, harmony, respect and peace are for sure some of the values Sofitel Frankfurt 

Opera wants to offer and transmit to their high-level visitors and guests. 

 



 

 

ABOUT BRABBU Contract 

BRABBU Contract creates furniture solutions for remarkable hospitality and contract projects that value quality and 

contemporary elegance blended with fierceness and strength. With 5 years of expertise, our team of designers and craftspeople 

developed a new manufacturing process that allowed a production increase, maintaining the same aesthetic and manufacturing quality. 

With this manufacturing increase, BRABBU Contract is able to offer upholstery, casegoods and lighting with competitive high-end 

prices that will fill every tailored interior with memories and unique sensations. Behind each handcrafted product, there is a story 

written by the materials, textures and colours of some of the most interesting places and cultures around the world. BRABBU Contract 

is powered by BRABBU, a contemporary, cosmopolitan style brand that reflects an intense way of living. 

 

For more information please contact: 

BRABBU Contract 

press@brabbucontract.com  

+351 914 925 846 
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